











Joyous Play and Bitter Tears

The Anglo-Saxons lived in another world.  Most of them wore themselves out simply trying to produce food to eat.  A few lived in constant fear of the end of the world and occupied themselves trying to convince everyone else to do the same.  A few others focused their entire being on killing like-minded others as gloriously as possible.  Few of us do anything similar today.  Few of us would want to (although there are always a few!).  Yet the gulf between us and them is deceptive.  I do not want to magic those differences away, since they are fascinating and worth knowing about.  For this chapter, however, I want to introduce you to some of the literature written in Old English which reveals that the Anglo-Saxons, like many of us, enjoyed a joke, were obsessed with sex, and sometimes felt lonely, alienated, and depressed.  

Jokes
It’s not usual to think of the Anglo-Saxons as light-hearted, but we’re lucky to have a manuscript, now kept in Exeter Cathedral, which preserves, among other things, a collection of riddles.  Some of these are very serious indeed, addressing unfunny topics like life and death, ravaging storms, and religious objects.  Some of them, however, are not so different from the kinds of riddles that amuse us today, and, at the same time, they give us a peek at ordinary life a thousand years ago.  The best (and worst!) thing about them, though, is that we don’t know the answers: the solutions are not included in the manuscript.  I can tell you what I think, but, really, your guess is as good as mine.  Don’t just take my word for any of these: have a go for yourself!

Riddle 5 seems to describe the world of warriors made familiar by Beowulf, although from much more pessimistic perspective:

Ic eom anhaga   iserne wund, 
bille gebennad,   beadoweorca sæd, 
ecgum werig.   Oft ic wig seo, 
frecne feohtan.   Frofre ne wene, 
þæt me geoc cyme   guðgewinnes, 
ær ic mid ældum   eal forwurðe, 
ac mec hnossiað   homera lafe, 
heardecg heoroscearp,   hondweorc smiþa, 
bitað in burgum;   ic abidan sceal 
laþran gemotes.   Næfre læcecynn  
on folcstede   findan meahte, 
þara þe mid wyrtum   wunde gehælde, 
ac me ecga dolg   eacen weorðað 
þurh deaðslege   dagum ond nihtum.  (Riddle 5)

I’m a loner.
I’ve been wounded by iron, 
I’ve been injured by blades.  
I’m tired of battle-work; 
I’m weary of swords.
I often see battle and fight danger.  
I have no hope of relief, 
no hope that rescue from war-struggle 
will come to me before I entirely perish among men.  
Instead, the leavings of hammers, 
the work of smiths, 
hard-edged and battle sharp, 
will bite me in the enclosures, 
and I’m forced to await an even harder conflict.  
In the settlement I could never find 
one of the race of doctors 
who could heal my wounds with herbs.  
Instead, day and night the scars from swords 
become greater with every deadly stroke.

Obviously, this isn’t funny.  This is the other side of war, the side you don’t hear much about in Beowulf (unless you’re listening very carefully): all the boasts and talk of glory are long gone, and we have here the battered veteran of battle, bearing unhealable scars and wounds, with nothing to hope for except worse and worse, until the inevitable end finally comes to put him out of his misery.  It’s all tragic, really…but there’s something not quite right.  

First of all, why is he a loner (anhaga)?  Anglo-Saxon armies weren’t large (one law code defines any group of more than thirty-five men as an army), but still, you aren’t really alone if you have thirty-four men for company.  Beowulf often fights alone, but he comes home afterward to tell everyone about it; even the singular hero is not a loner.  In other poems, such as The Wanderer (which I’ll come to later in this chapter), we hear of the loneliness of those who used to have company but now live alone, but that’s not the case here.  The lone warrior of Riddle 5 is not an exile who’s lost his home or been driven out, for he lives among people (mid ældum), within the fortifications (burgum) that enclose a typical Anglo-Saxon settlement (folcstede).  

Second, in the Anglo-Saxon period you don’t survive when you’ve been hacked up by a sword.  The medical texts show that the doctors (known as ‘leeches’, because they used them) did try: they knew how to do amputations to deal with gangrene, for example, and they knew about herbs, but they had no idea about antibiotics, antiseptics, or anaesthetics.  Thus, although some people have thought that the Anglo-Saxons poisoned their sword-blades (Beowulf refers to a sword with ‘poison twigs’ (atertanum) on the blade), there was probably no need: most people cut by a sword who didn’t die immediately from blood-loss probably died soon afterward from infection.  The lone warrior’s ability to survive repeated wounds is super-human.

Third, as a general rule, you don’t fight battles inside a settlement (in burgum) if you can possibly avoid it.  That’s what battlefields are for.  Once an army gets inside a settlement, the fighting is over, and looting, pillaging, raping, etc begins.  But this lone warrior expects sword-bites inside the enclosures.

Fourth, what could possibly be harder than what he’s already experienced?

So, despite the moving picture of the beleaguered Anglo-Saxon warrior, that’s not the answer to the riddle.  Perhaps you have already come up with an alternative?  Most people choose ‘shield’, which makes a lot of sense.  <insert picture of A-S shield>  A shield goes to battle and is ‘bitten’ repeatedly by swords; its whole purpose is to receive sword-bites until it’s utterly destroyed.  The worse fate that it can expect could be being burnt up in a fire: the Anglo-Saxons made their shields out of wood, and it’s possible to translate mid ældum eal forwurðe not as ‘entirely perish among men’ as I did before but rather as ‘entirely perish among flames’.  And, obviously a doctor could never heal a shield, even with the best herbs in the world.  

Most people accept ‘shield’ as the answer, and you may be happy with it, but I still think that there is a problem with having the fighting going on inside the enclosures: it might have happened occasionally in real life, but this fighting seems to be envisaged as going on habitually in burgum.  More important, there is a problem with the fighting going on ‘day and night’ (dagum ond nihtum).  Old English poetry notes again and again that battles start at dawn and end at sunset, for obvious reasons: if you swing a sword around in the dark, you are more likely to hurt yourself and the people next to you than the enemy.  This warrior sees his future, and it involves blows day and night.  So what kind of warrior is he? 

I think that this riddle is a joke, and the joke is that this speaker doesn’t belong to the heroic world of Anglo-Saxon battles at all.  He’s a lowly chopping board, used for domestic chores—probably by women—indoors, within the enclosures, not outside in the man’s world.  Those high-sounding ‘swords’, those ‘leavings of hammers, hard-edged and battle sharp, the work of smiths’ (homera lafe, heardecg heoroscearp, hondweorc smiþa) are merely ordinary knives, which everyone in Anglo-Saxon England, men, women, and children, seem to have carried for personal use, rather than the great, lordly, expensive heirlooms that get passed around by kings and heroes in Beowulf or buried with kings, as at Sutton Hoo.  The ‘battle-work’ (beadoweorca), ‘war’ (wig), and ‘war-struggle’ (guðgewinnes) that he experiences day and night are the ordinary, mundane, distinctly unglorious processes of preparing meals every day.  He may well have herbs applied to his wounds, but not by a doctor, and, of course, a bit of parsley won’t cure him.  It still may seem rather sad that he is wounded, and that he probably will get thrown in the fire when he’s no good any more, but the exaggerated, lofty language and high seriousness devoted to this trivial, domestic object ultimately makes this text funny, not tragic.  

Yet that’s not to say that it’s not important.  It’s still social commentary.  It’s important to see this negative view of warfare, because in most of the Old English poetry that we read war is absolutely glorious.  We never see the wounded, and we rarely hear any hint that Anglo-Saxon warriors questioned the value of war or thought about it as anything other than the best way to live and die.  And, of course, it’s good to know that they liked a good joke.

Riddle 17 plays a similar trick on us, with a better punch-line:

Ic eom mundbora   minre heorde, 
eodorwirum fæst,   innan gefylled 
dryhtgestreona.   Dægtidum oft 
spæte sperebrogan;   sped biþ þy mare 
fylle minre.   Frea þæt bihealdeð,  
hu me of hrife fleogað   hyldepilas. 
Hwilum ic sweartum   swelgan onginne 
brunum beadowæpnum,   bitrum ordum, 
eglum attorsperum.   Is min innað til, 
wombhord wlitig,   wloncum deore;   
men gemunan   þæt me þurh muþ fareð.  (Riddle 17)

I am the protector of my herd. 
I’m securely enclosed in wires. 
I’m filled inside with noble treasures.  
During the day I often spit out spear-terror.  
The fuller I am, the greater my success.  
My lord observes the battle-darts 
flying out of my belly.  
Sometimes I begin to swallow 
dark, glinting battle-weapons, 
sharp points, 
painful poison-spears.  
Yet my inner womb-hoard is excellent, 
radiant, 
precious to the powerful.  
Men remember what comes through my mouth.

To answer this riddle, scholars have spent a lot of time combing the records and making unfounded assertions about the Anglo-Saxons’ knowledge of siege equipment like the ballista or trebuchet <insert diagram of ballista>.  If they’re right, the ‘herd’ enclosed inside the object consists of the projectiles, which the text describes in various ways—far too explicitly, I think, for that to be the answer.  Plus, although the Romans and later medieval people did use such equipment, they did so because they had large scale fortifications—castles and the like.  The Anglo-Saxons didn’t.  It is possible, as some have argued, that they read about siege engines in books, but this text seems to betray real knowledge of something.  What is it?

No one is absolutely sure.  A quiver for arrows is a much better idea (Wilcox 1990), but the arrows just seem too obvious; what kind of a riddle simply asks, ‘What do you keep arrows in?’  I prefer to think of it as a beehive <insert diagram of beehive>.  A beehive protects its ‘herd’ (heorde), its colony of bees, which are very much like flying battle-darts (hyldepilas), and which carry spears which are painful and poisonous (eglum attorsperum), especially if you happen to be allergic to their stings.  The radiant treasure, precious to the powerful (kings, warriors, and the like) is honey, which was not only the best sweetener available before the discovery of sugar-cane in the New World, but also the raw material for making mead, a favourite alcoholic beverage consumed, of course, in the ‘mead-hall’ (meadoseld: Meduseld is the name of King Theoden’s hall in The Lord of the Rings).  Honey was important: we still have Old English manuscripts with laws and magic charms designed to protect bee-keepers from losing their important property.  People thus remember the honey that comes out of the hive…but they are even more likely to remember bees pursuing them out the hive’s ‘mouth’ (muþ), especially if the swarm catches them!

This isn’t the only riddle that opens up Anglo-Saxon society for us.  Riddle 27 describes some of the activities that might go on inside the mead-hall.

Ic eom weorð werum,   wide funden, 
brungen of bearwum   ond of burghleoþum, 
of denum ond of dunum.   Dæges mec wægun 
feþre on lifte,   feredon mid liste 
under hrofes hleo.   Hæleð mec siþþan  
baþedan in bydene.   Nu ic eom bindere 
ond swingere,   sona weorpe 
esne to eorþan,   hwilum ealdne ceorl. 
Sona þæt onfindeð,   se þe mec fehð ongean, 
ond wið mægenþisan   minre genæsteð,   
þæt he hrycge sceal   hrusan secan, 
gif he unrædes   ær ne geswiceð, 
strengo bistolen,   strong on spræce, 
mægene binumen;   nah his modes geweald, 
fota ne folma.   Frige hwæt ic hatte,   
ðe on eorþan swa   esnas binde, 
dole æfter dyntum   be dæges leohte.  (Riddle 27)

I am valuable to men, 
widely found, 
brought from groves and mountain slopes,
from valleys and hills.  
By day wings carried me skilfully 
in wagons in the air, 
under a roof’s protection.  
Afterwards a man bathed me in a barrel.  
Now I am a binder and scourger; 
I swiftly throw a youth to the earth, 
sometimes an old man.  
Anyone who takes me on 
and tries his force against me 
will quickly discover that, 
if he doesn’t stop his stupidity, 
he’ll be flat on his back on the ground, 
his strength stolen away.  
Strong in speech but deprived of force, 
he’ll have no power over his mind, feet, and hands.  
Find out what I am called, 
who thus bind men, foolish from blows, 
to the ground, at the light of day.

Although it might seem that some kind of monster has been let loose in the enclosures, this is actually a description of the process of making mead and the results of drinking it.  First pollen, carried by winged bees, is carried into their hive, under their roof; then the honey is brought from the groves, hills, and valleys and put into a vat for fermentation.  If you dare to take it on, you’ll suffer the consequences, for what seems like a pub-brawl, with young and old men being thrown to the ground, is what happens if you drink too much alcohol: you lose control over your limbs, mind, and mouth.  So beware.  

Again, what we have here is a text making fun of the heroic world.  Drinking is a big part of the heroic ideal.  In Beowulf, for example, there are lots of feasts to celebrate the hero, which include beer, wine, and mead (but, funnily enough, no food).  The drinking is important, not only because it helps to ensure an enjoyable evening, but because it’s part of the social exchanges and rituals that ensure that everyone knows his place.  In Riddle 27, however, the drinking is neither enjoyable nor social.  It may seem that brave men are taking on a powerful enemy, but these men aren’t heroes.  They are common men, servants (esnas), and the courage of those who dare to take on this creature is not even ‘Dutch courage’, for the real enemy is not the mead itself but their own lack of self control.  So we end with drunken men sprawled on the floor, shouting incomprehensibly, unable to think, and unable to get up in the morning.  So much for glory.

Most Old English literature takes the heroic life very seriously, so it’s interesting to see a text that undercuts it, even if the butt of the joke is the lower classes rather than the lords themselves.  Normally, Old English literature takes itself very seriously.  Yet Riddle 46 shows us that even so serious a text as the Bible can provide a good joke, if you know where to look: 

Wer sæt æt wine   mid his wifum twam 
ond his twegen suno   ond his twa dohtor, 
swase gesweostor,   ond hyra suno twegen, 
freolico frumbearn;   fæder wæs þær inne 
þara æþelinga   æghwæðres mid,   
eam ond nefa.   Ealra wæron fife 
eorla ond idesa   insittendra.  (Riddle 46)

A man sat at wine 
with his two wives 
and his two sons 
and his two daughters—dear sisters—
and their two sons, their noble firstborn.  
Also there with them were
the father of the two nobles, 
and their uncle 
and his nephews.  
In all there were five men and women sitting inside.

Start counting: one man, two wives, two sons, two daughters, two grandsons, the grandsons’ father(s), one uncle, and an unspecified number of nephews.  That should be at least twelve people.  The text tells us there were five.  How is that possible?

The crucial clue is in the first line.  Anglo-Saxon men weren’t supposed to have more than one wife.  The setting thus is somewhere where polygamy was allowed: the Old Testament.  Even with that clue, however, you need to be well versed in Bible trivia to solve this one.  You may remember the story of Sodom and Gomorrah—when those two cities were utterly wiped out by fire and brimstone because the inhabitants had disgusted God for too long (Genesis 19).  You may even remember that Lot was saved, along with his wife and daughters, but that his wife made the mistake of looking back and thus was turned into a pillar of salt.  Not everyone remembers what happened next, however; it’s not one of the most popularl or edifying stories from the Old Testament.  After the disaster, Lot and his two daughters went up into a cave on their own.  The two daughters decided that the only way they’d ever have children would be by having sex with their father.  So they got him drunk and both conceived boys.  And thus we have this cosy table, complete with the wine that made it all possible, around which is sitting Lot and his two daughters, who are also his ‘wives’, and his sons, their firstborn, who are also his grandsons.  The two boys are both brothers (by the same father) and cousins (by different mothers) of each other.  As the father of a cousin is an uncle, the uncle is Lot again, and the nephews are the grandsons, looked at another way.  Don’t think about it too long: it does your head in!

So the Anglo-Saxons liked number games.  Perhaps more surprisingly, they liked incest jokes.  This isn’t what most people expect.  But the riddles have yet more surprises to offer.

Sex
There is a long-running line among academics that the Anglo-Saxons didn’t like sex.  In the riddles we have proof that this isn’t so (although it seems silly to have to prove such a thing!).  One of the clearest statements of an Anglo-Saxon attitude toward sex comes from a riddle which should have nothing to do with sex.  In Riddle 20, a lightly disguised sword movingly laments his inability to make love.  He has everything that a noble Anglo-Saxon warrior could want—treasure, respect, and fame—but the ‘joyous play’ of ‘sex’ (hyhtplegan, hæmed) is denied to him, and there can be no doubt that he feels his deprivation keenly.  It’s worth noting that what he misses is the experience itself, the pleasure of intercourse; although he regrets not having children, too, sex here is clearly seen as something worth having—whatever the priests might have said—and sorely missed.

Other riddles hint that not everyone was so deprived.  Riddle 44 describes something stiff and hard, with a hole at the front, which hangs by a man’s thigh and often fills up a hole just the right size for it.  It is, of course, a key, but that’s probably not the first thing that an Anglo-Saxon audience thought of, either.  There are a fair number of these riddles, which describe sex in a very open and straightforward fashion but actually have an ‘innocent’ answer as well.  Although the final answer is ‘innocent’, however, the sex doesn’t disappear.  I don’t think we can ever entirely forget about that other ‘wonderful thing’ (wrætlic) hanging by the man’s thigh, even if we know the ‘real’ answer, just as the basic truth that sex is wonderful isn’t denied just because the ‘person’ missing it is actually a sword.  Of course, swords are pretty phallic in any case.  

Considering how prudish most scholars assume the Anglo-Saxons to have been, the riddles can appear shockingly direct, even from a modern point of view.  Riddle 54, for example, tells us the whole story of a sexual encounter from start to finish:

Hyse cwom gangan,   þær he hie wisse 
stondan in wincsele,   stop feorran to, 
hror hægstealdmon,   hof his agen 
hrægl hondum up,   hrand under gyrdels 
hyre stondendre   stiþes nathwæt, 
worhte his willan;   wagedan buta. 
Þegn onnette,   wæs þragum nyt 
tillic esne,   teorode hwæþre 
æt stunda gehwam   strong ær þon hio, 
werig þæs weorces.   Hyre weaxan ongon 
under gyrdelse…  (Riddle 54)

A young man came walking—
he knew she was waiting there in the corner.  
Marching to her from afar, 
that bold bachelor heaved up his garment with his hands 
and thrust something stiff 
under her girdle as she stood there. 
And then he had his pleasure.  
Both of them shook.  
The man moved quickly, 
and that good servant was useful for awhile, 
but, although previously stronger than she, 
he grew tired and weary from his work.  
Under her girdle, something began to grow…

There’s no courtship and no foreplay here, but there is also no coyness about thrusting, or about the fact that even a ‘good servant’ gets tired after performing such heroic exertions; after all, he is doing it all standing up in the corner.  There’s no birth control, either, of course, so it’s inevitable that offspring will result.  (This offspring, though, is probably butter, since that’s what you get from working with a churn.)

And maybe there was birth control, after all.  The answer to Riddle 61 is not entirely certain.  In fact, like Riddle 44 and Riddle 54, it has two answers, one innocent and one not, and we’re not sure about either of them, although we can get the general idea:

Oft mec fæste bileac   freolicu meowle, 
ides on earce,   hwilum up ateah 
folmum sinum   ond frean sealde, 
holdum þeodne,   swa hio haten wæs. 
Siðþan me on hreþre   heafod sticade, 
nioþan upweardne,   on nearo fegde. 
Gif þæs ondfengan   ellen dohte, 
mec frætwedne   fyllan sceolde 
ruwes nathwæt.   Ræd hwæt ic mæne.  (Riddle 61)

Often a noble maiden, a lady, 
locked me firmly in a chest.  
Other times she drew me out with her own hands 
and gave me to her lord, her loyal prince, 
as she was commanded.  
Then he stuck his head inside me, 
upwards from below, 
and confined it in my narrowness.  
If the courage of the one receiving me was strong, 
something rough—
I don’t know what—
filled me, adorned.  
Explain what I mean.

Do I dare explain what this means?  The ‘lord and master’ (frean) of the house is probably this noble woman’s husband, and—probably—she’s helping him to put his helmet on, as he’s requested.  After all, if he’s going to go out and show his courage (ellen) on the battlefield, he needs to wear a good helmet, preferably a nice ornamented one (frætwedne) like the Sutton Hoo helmet <insert picture of Sutton Hoo Helmet>, a very expensive object, which is why it’s normally locked up in a chest (earce).  Or it could be a mail-shirt, since he’d have to push his hairy head up through that to put it on, too, and would appreciate a hand (folmum) from his wife with that.  So it’s all perfectly innocent, and it’s quite a nice image of domestic bliss, with the great warrior enjoying a little tender loving care from his wife.  Or maybe not…  

There’s just no way of avoiding the fact that sticking a head (heafod) up inside something else, especially when there’s a lady present, suggests something other than merely getting dressed.  What makes it even more suggestive is the fact that the poet refuses to tell us what exactly is filling the mystery object.  It’s a nathwæt, an ‘I don’t know what’, which, of course, means that the poet knows very well what it is but isn’t going to tell us.  So what are they doing?  If you try to spell it out clearly, it all gets terribly explicit very quickly, but it’s worth going through it in detail, because I think that there are two, equally sexy, possibilities here.

The first one is that the mystery object is the woman’s vagina, normally private and off-limits, locked in a chest.  Maybe that’s a metaphorical chest—a sense of general propriety that means you don’t go around with your genitals exposed—or maybe it’s some kind of chastity belt (although these are not known from the Anglo-Saxon period as far as I know!).  On particular occasions, however, when her man wants it, she gives it to him with her own hands (folmum sinum—is she guiding him in with her hands?).  It’s a tight spot (nearo), but, if he’s man enough (gif ellen dohte), his hairy thing will fill it up.  There: I’ve explained what the poet meant.

The only problem with this explanation is one little word: frætwedne.  It means ‘adorned’ or ‘decorated’, and it’s a perfectly good way of describing a helmet or mail shirt, but it doesn’t work all that well for vagina.  Although one can imagine ways in which a vagina might be adorned, maybe there’s another possibility.  That brings me back to the idea of birth control.

There’s some evidence that people made condoms out of leather or animal bladders long before the Anglo-Saxon period, and it seems to me that it would be perfectly possible that one might keep one’s condom locked up in a chest until needed.  The woman might then use her hands to help her husband put it on, if he asked her nicely.  To work properly, he’d have to stick his head up into it, and it would have to be a tight fit.  And maybe it was decorated.  Who knows?  Certainly we’d know nothing about Anglo-Saxon condoms without this riddle, and maybe we still don’t, but it’s worth considering.

Sex isn’t just about mounting men and receptive women, either.  Sometimes the women take the lead.  For example, in Riddle 45 it’s the woman who goes looking in the corner:

Ic on wincle gefrægn   weaxan nathwæt, 
þindan ond þunian,   þecene hebban; 
on þæt banlease   bryd grapode, 
hygewlonc hondum,   hrægle þeahte 
þrindende þing   þeodnes dohtor.  (Riddle 45)

I heard about an ‘I don’t know what’ growing in a corner.  
It swelled up, 
stood proud, 
and lifted up its covering.  
With her hands a lusty bride 
grabbed that boneless thing.  
With her clothing the prince’s daughter 
covered the swelling thing.

Here we find that dead give-away of something interesting going on: another something or other that I’m not going to name (nudge, nudge, wink, wink)—our friend the nathwæt again.  Whatever it is, it’s growing, so much that you can see it lifting up underneath the cloth that covers it.  In this case, this something is not locked in a chest, but it is in a corner (wincle), and it’s ‘boneless’ (banlease).  When it grows, a woman with something in particular on her mind grabs it with her hands and tucks that swelling thing (þrindende þing) under her clothing.  Whatever are you thinking?  It’s dough, of course!

In Riddle 25 the woman appears very eager indeed (and who can blame her?):

Ic eom wunderlicu wiht,   wifum on hyhte, 
neahbuendum nyt;   nængum sceþþe 
burgsittendra,   nymþe bonan anum. 
Staþol min is steapheah,   stonde ic on bedde, 
neoþan ruh nathwær.   Neþeð hwilum  
ful cyrtenu   ceorles dohtor, 
modwlonc meowle,   þæt heo on mec gripeð, 
ræseð mec on reodne,   reafað min heafod, 
fegeð mec on fæsten.   Feleþ sona 
mines gemotes,   seo þe mec nearwað,   
wif wundenlocc.   Wæt bið þæt eage.  (Riddle 25)

I am a wonderful creature; 
I am the desire of women 
and useful to the neighbours.  
I don’t harm anyone in town, 
except my slayer alone.  
I’m steep and high by nature, 
I stand in a bed, shaggy below—
I won’t say where!  
Sometimes a very beautiful farmer’s daughter, 
a proud-minded maiden, 
dares to grip me, 
rush upon me in my redness, 
plunder my head, 
fix me in a tight spot.  
The one who afflicts me, 
this woman with braided locks, 
will immediately feel 
the effect of our meeting: 
an eye will be wet.

This is starting to sound familiar.  Here’s another wonderful thing (wunderlicu wiht), which lives somewhere or other the poet won’t say (nathwær)—you know what I mean!  And this lovely girl can’t wait to get her hands on it.  It is, after all, what women want (wifum on hyhte).  So, when it stands up steep and high in bed, she grabs it and sticks it in a tight spot.  She feels something.  It was such a moving experience that she cries…or maybe it is a different kind of fluid, from an eye lower down.

Shocking, isn’t it?  We don’t talk about such things in polite company—certainly not in monasteries.  But why not?  What’s wrong with a farmer’s daughter picking an onion?  Ah, now we understand why it was so useful to the neighbours!  Now it makes perfect sense that it harms no one except the one who kills it: an onion doesn’t ‘bite’ you unless you bite it.  And, of course, your eyes water afterward.  It was clear all along…  Of course it was!

This is all wholesome, straightforward stuff: men and women doing what comes naturally (picking onions and so on).  Sometimes, however, people need to ‘work’ on their own.  Monks are very much against this kind of behaviour, even the kind of monk who wrote out the Exeter Book Riddles, who, as we’ve seen, seems fairly down to earth and open to what comes naturally.  In Riddle 12, however, there’s a strong sense of disapproval:

Fotum ic fere,   foldan slite, 
grene wongas,   þenden ic gæst bere. 
Gif me feorh losað,   fæste binde 
swearte Wealas,   hwilum sellan men. 
Hwilum ic deorum   drincan selle  
beorne of bosme,   hwilum mec bryd triedeð 
felawlonc fotum,   hwilum feorran broht 
wonfeax Wale   wegeð ond þyð, 
dol druncmennen   deorcum nihtum, 
wæteð in wætre,   wyrmeð hwilum   
fægre to fyre;   me on fæðme sticaþ 
hygegalan hond,   hwyrfeð geneahhe, 
swifeð me geond sweartne.   Saga hwæt ic hatte, 
þe ic lifgende   lond reafige 
ond æfter deaþe   dryhtum þeowige.  (Riddle 12)

I travel on foot, 
slice the earth and its green fields, 
as long as I’m alive.  
If I lose my life, I firmly bind the dark Welsh—
and sometimes better men.  
Sometimes I give drink to brave men from my belly; 
sometimes a very proud bride treads on me with her feet; 
sometimes during dark nights 
a dark-haired Welsh woman,
a foolish drunken slave-girl, 
brought from afar, 
moves me, 
presses me, 
wets me in water,
warms me well by the fire
The lustful one’s hand sticks me 
in her enclosure, 
turns me frequently, 
sweeps me through that dark thing.  
Say what I am called, 
I who living ravage the land 
and after death serve the lordly multitude.

This is an easy riddle.  The creature ripping up the land is an ox ploughing, and, once it’s dead, its hide serves the band of warriors (dryhtum þeowige) in various ways.  That is, it is made into useful leather objects: fetters for slaves, belts for ‘better men’ (sellan men), drinking bottles, shoes for a bride…and something else.  Early scholars refused to discuss what that Welsh slave-girl was doing.  Later scholars said it was ‘obvious’ but wouldn’t say what it was.  Recently there’s been a lot more work on the issue, but there is still no absolute agreement.  But that seems to be the point.  The riddle is deliberately vague.  It teases us with its ambiguity and leads us into thinking all kinds of naughty things; we can get so wrapped up with the grammar (it doesn’t work right) and the vocabulary (it doesn’t work, either) that we utterly forget that all we’re supposed to do is ‘say what I am called’ (saga hwæt ic hatte).  We are like Gandalf before the gate of Moria: the question is too easy (‘Say “Friend” and enter’), and we are utterly distracted by all the tricky matters before us.  Just say ‘ox’, and you’re done.  That’s it.

But we can’t leave it at that, can we?  There are too many issues crying out for attention.  The first one is the racism: the utterly blatant negative stereotyping of the Welsh.  The Welsh are dark, low class, not as good as the English; they’re drunks; they’re lewd.  Why did the Anglo-Saxons look down on the Welsh?  There is evidence that many of the indigenous Celtic people were enslaved by the Anglo-Saxons; there is also evidence that Anglo-Saxons sent raiding parties into Wales to capture more.  Thus the word ‘Welsh’ itself was almost synonymous with ‘slave’, and this term for the lowest of the low possessed all the negative connotations found here in this riddle and more: the Welsh were seen as lazy, cowardly, stupid, and shameless (Banham 1994).  

As for what she’s doing…  One of the more recent guesses is that she’s making a leather bottle, using a particular process called cuir bouilli, which involves stretching, wetting, heating, rubbing, and perhaps embossing leather (Rulon-Miller 2000).  It’s hard work, requiring considerable skill, and results in very useful objects.  Another guess is that she’s washing up the dishes with a leather rag, maybe after one of those feasts with lots of drink and not so much food (Higley 2003).  Again, however, as with the Key, Dough, Helmet, and Onion, there’s clearly sexual innuendo here.  You can’t stick something in an enclosure (fæðme sticaþ) or a ‘dark thing’ (sweartne—another something or other that the poet won’t name?) without raising eyebrows, especially if you’ve been labelled ‘lustful’ (hygegalan).  This time, though, it’s not good clean sex between consenting heterosexual adults; it’s a drunk woman masturbating late at night next to a fire with a dildo (made of leather, of course).  Maybe.  As I said before, there are no answers in the manuscript, and the grammar and vocabulary here are very confusing—deliberately so.  As far as we know, sticaþ and swifeð just can’t be used that way.  Perhaps what we have here are some rude, colloquial expressions that haven’t survived anywhere else (Higley 2003).  Certainly swifan has an interesting later life in Chaucerian English, where a young man can even ‘swive’ a young woman in a pear tree (The Merchant’s Tale).

Depression
Of course, life isn’t all fun and games.  It wasn’t for the Anglo-Saxons, either, and so, alongside the riddles, in the same manuscript, we find texts of a very different mood: the elegies.  We tend to think of alienation and depression as our own, particularly modern hardship, but songs like The Police’s ‘Message in a Bottle’ and Nirvana’s ‘Smells Like Teen Spirit’ are matched by Old English poems .  Sometimes the weather got them down, too.  However, when Travis complained, ‘Why does it always rain on me?’, he wasn’t only talking about the weather, and, in the same way, when the unknown speaker of The Seafarer tells us about the misery of winter days on a ship, the real problem is inside, not outside:  <insert image of Exeter Book: opening of Seafarer>

Mæg ic be me sylfum   soðgied wrecan, 
siþas secgan,   hu ic geswincdagum 
earfoðhwile   oft þrowade, 
bitre breostceare   gebiden hæbbe, 
gecunnad in ceole   cearselda fela, 
atol yþa gewealc,   þær mec oft bigeat 
nearo nihtwaco   æt nacan stefnan, 
þonne he be clifum cnossað.   Calde geþrungen 
wæron mine fet,   forste gebunden, 
caldum clommum,   þær þa ceare seofedun 
hat ymb heortan;   hungor innan slat 
merewerges mod.   Þæt se mon ne wat 
þe him on foldan   fægrost limpeð, 
hu ic earmcearig   iscealdne sæ 
winter wunade   wræccan lastum, 
winemægum bidroren,   
bihongen hrimgicelum;   hægl scurum fleag. 
Þær ic ne gehyrde   butan hlimman sæ, 
iscaldne wæg.   Hwilum ylfete song 
dyde ic me to gomene,   ganetes hleoþor 
ond huilpan sweg   fore hleahtor wera, 
mæw singende   fore medodrince. 
Stormas þær stanclifu beotan,   þær him stearn oncwæð 
isigfeþera;   ful oft þæt earn bigeal, 
urigfeþra;   ne ænig hleomæga 
feasceaftig ferð   frefran meahte….  (The Seafarer 1-26)

I can sing the truth about myself—
tell you about my journey 
and how often I’ve suffered 
long days of pain, 
long times of trouble, 
biting heartache.
I’ve tried out many a house of pain on a ship,
lived through terrifying, heaving seas, 
found myself keeping watch at the ship’s prow
when it ground against cliffs.
Freezing chains of frost bound my feet,
but searing hunger burned my heart,
sliced open a mind weary of the sea.
Other people live happily on land:
they don’t know how wretchedly
I spent the winter on an ice-cold sea,
how I lived in exile—
stripped of friends, 
decked with icicles,
showered with hail-stones.
There I heard nothing but the roaring, ice-cold waves,
so I had to take the sound of birds for company—
the song of the wild swan 
the voice of the gannet
the cries of the curlew
the singing of the gull
instead of music, men’s laughter, and mead drinking.
Storms thrashed the stony cliffs
and the tern, its feathers frosted, called out.
The sharp-beaked eagle screamed.
No friend could comfort my desolate heart… 

And so on…  The seafarer probably wasn’t the only person on his ship, but, as far as he was concerned, he was utterly deserted, left freezing and alone while the weather heaped insult on injury by adding hail-stones to his icicles and frozen feet.  Romantic poets like Wordsworth took comfort in the beauty and peace of the natural world, but for the seafarer the roaring sea brings no comfort, and the sound of sea-birds here only makes him feel worse: their cries are a pathetic, even mocking reminder of the sounds he is missing, the sounds of human community, of people laughing and drinking together.  It’s not simply that times are tough at the present, either: even if there had been someone there, ‘no friend could comfort my desolate heart’ (ne ænig hleomæga feasceaftig ferð frefran meahte).  We don’t need to have been on an Anglo-Saxon ship in the winter to feel what’s going on here, for the physical circumstances are merely details, reflections of his inner isolation and alienation from other people—those who know how to be happy.  The seafarer doesn’t.  For him this world is utterly bleak, and an improvement in the weather, or being able to enjoy wine, women, and song, would only make his depression worse.  He needs counselling…or something.  

As it turns out, he finds religion.  Faced with a world in which everything is bad and getting worse, a world which itself seems to be getting old and grey, crumbling and deteriorating like an old man who can no longer even taste sweetness (swete forswelgan), his heart transforms itself into something like a bird itself (anfloga), burning to fly away to another world, where he is not faced with the absolute certainty of sickness, old age, and the violence of sword-hate (adl oþþe yldo oþþe ecghete).  Everything on earth is transitory and passes away, so he rejects this cold, ‘dead life’ (deade life) for the Lord’s joys (Dryhtnes dreamas), which are ‘hotter’ (hatran).

Another poem, The Wanderer, shows us the longing and the deep emotional anguish caused by the separation of loved ones—not of man and woman, however, but of man and man.  When we read Old English poetry, we tend to focus on heroism and loyalty; we don’t think too much about how a warrior might have felt about his lord.  In The Wanderer it’s clear that this relationship was close and affectionate.  Having buried his ‘gold-friend’ (goldwine), the wanderer is ‘winter-desolate’ (wintercearig), ‘friendless’ (freondlease), and ‘hall-dreary’ (seledreorig).  His sorrow transforms his heart into a coffin, a locked box (ferðlocan, hordcofan, breostcofan), from which he can only escape in dreams:

Forþon wat se þe sceal   his winedryhtnes 
leofes larcwidum   longe forþolian, 
ðonne sorg ond slæp   somod ætgædre 
earmne anhogan   oft gebindað. 
Þinceð him on mode   þæt he his mondryhten 
clyppe ond cysse,   ond on cneo lecge 
honda ond heafod,   swa he hwilum ær 
in geardagum   giefstolas breac. 
Ðonne onwæcneð eft   wineleas guma, 
gesihð him biforan   fealwe wegas, 
baþian brimfuglas,   brædan feþra, 
hreosan hrim ond snaw,   hagle gemenged. 
Þonne beoð þy hefigran   heortan benne, 
sare æfter swæsne.   Sorg bið geniwad, 
þonne maga gemynd   mod geondhweorfeð; 
greteð gliwstafum,   georne geondsceawað 
secga geseldan.   Swimmað eft on weg! 
Fleotendra ferð   no þær fela bringeð 
cuðra cwidegiedda.   Cearo bið geniwad 
þam þe sendan sceal   swiþe geneahhe 
ofer waþema gebind   werigne sefan.  (The Wanderer 37-57)

The one who is forced to go a long time 
without the counsel of his beloved lord-friend 
knows this: 
When sorrow and sleep together
bind the wretched loner again and again,
he imagines in his mind 
that he embraces and kisses his lord,
lays his hands and head on his knee,
just as he did before
when he enjoyed the gift-giving 
in days gone by.
But then he awakes again.
The friendless man sees before him dark waves,
sees the seabirds bathing, spreading their feathers,
sees the frost and snow falling, mingled with hail.
Then the heart’s wound, aching for his beloved,
is even heavier.  And sorrow is renewed
when the memory of his family 
turns through his mind:
He greets them joyfully
eagerly scans through the men’s companions…
But they swim away again—
the heart of those floating ones
does not bring many songs of his dear ones.
Sorrow is renewed for the one
who must again and again
send his weary heart over the tossing waves.

Those sea-birds again!  This time, however, the birds melt before our very eyes, transforming themselves from birds to visions of the past and back into birds again.  Somewhere between sleeping and waking, the wanderer relives those happy days when he was not alone, locked inside his wintry heart.  Then he could be close to his lord and express his love physically as well as participate in the social rituals of gift-giving.  Now, in contrast, he has sea-birds, and, like the seafarer, he is not comforted.  As we watch them bathing themselves, we notice that the weather—frost and snow mingled with hail—is as cold as the wanderer’s heart.  Remembering his family only makes the pain worse, and he slips again into a vision.  He seems to see his relatives there before him, until they resolve themselves once again into birds, birds swimming away, birds floating on the water, birds whose cries are a wretchedly inadequate replacement for those sung by the people he knew and loved.  Once again the pain is worse, and worse again and again, as the process repeats.

Turning from his personal loss to the world at large makes the wanderer even bleaker:

Hwær cwom mearg? Hwær cwom mago?   Hwær cwom maþþumgyfa? 
Hwær cwom symbla gesetu?   Hwær sindon seledreamas? 
Eala beorht bune!   Eala byrnwiga! 
Eala þeodnes þrym!   Hu seo þrag gewat, 
genap under nihthelm,   swa heo no wære. 
Stondeð nu on laste   leofre duguþe 
weal wundrum heah,   wyrmlicum fah. 
Eorlas fornoman   asca þryþe, 
wæpen wælgifru,   wyrd seo mære, 
ond þas stanhleoþu   stormas cnyssað, 
hrið hreosende   hrusan bindeð, 
wintres woma,   þonne won cymeð, 
nipeð nihtscua,   norþan onsendeð 
hreo hæglfare   hæleþum on andan. 
Eall is earfoðlic   eorþan rice, 
onwendeð wyrda gesceaft   weoruld under heofonum. 
Her bið feoh læne,   her bið freond læne, 
her bið mon læne,   her bið mæg læne, 
eal þis eorþan gesteal   idel weorþeð!  (The Wanderer 92-110)

Where has the horse gone?  
Where has the young man gone?  
Where has the treasure-giver gone?  
Where has the feast-seat gone?  
Where are the joys of the hall?  
Alas, bright goblet!  
Alas, armed warrior!  
Alas, glory of the prince!  
How that time has passed, 
grown dark under night’s covering, 
as if it never were. 
Left behind after the beloved troop 
a wondrously tall wall stands alone, 
decorated with snake-like images.  
The power of spears, 
slaughter-greedy weapons, 
and mighty fate destroyed the warriors.  
Storms strike against the rocky cliffs; 
howling winter, an attacking snowstorm, 
binds the earth.  Then the darkness comes: 
the night-shade grows dark 
and sends a fierce hailstorm from the north 
in hatred against men.  
All is full of hardship in the kingdom of the earth; 
fate changes the world for the worse under the heavens.  
Here wealth is only loaned; 
here the friend is loaned; 
here the man is loaned; 
here the kinsmen is loaned.  
This place on the earth will become completely empty!

Tolkien famously used this passage to characterise the melancholic poetry of his fictional (but strikingly Anglo-Saxon) Rohirrim; Peter Jackson used it in his film to indicate Theoden’s utter despair when facing Saruman’s immense army of orcs at the Battle of Helm’s Deep.  Looking simultaneously back to all the good that’s been lost and forward to all the bad that’s coming, it’s a vision without hope.  What can you say to cheer someone up in this state?  The Old English poem offers only this:

Til biþ se þe his treowe gehealdeþ,   ne sceal næfre his torn to rycene 
beorn of his breostum acyþan,   nemþe he ær þa bote cunne, 
eorl mid elne gefremman.   Wel bið þam þe him are seceð, 
frofre to fæder on heofonum,   þær us eal seo fæstnung stondeð.  (112-5)

It’s good for a man to keep his promises, 
and he should never be too quick 
to proclaim his heart’s grief
unless he already knows a cure
and can bring it about with courage.
He’ll do well to seek reward
and comfort from the Father in heaven,
where security stands for us all.

You can’t argue with this—obviously it’s a good thing to keep your promises, and so on—but not many modern readers have found it entirely satisfying.  It’s probably fair to assume that Anglo-Saxons contemplating the death of all their loved ones and a world that seemed to hate humanity would have had a hard time feeling cheered by the prospect of heaven, too, however strong their belief.  

In other texts, even this consolation is lacking, and it’s interesting to find that, however bad the men had it, the women probably had it even worse.  For example, while the wanderer at least has some happy memories, the speaker in The Wife’s Lament looks back to a frustratingly vague but fascinating past full of love, betrayal, evil in-laws, and heart-ache:

Ic þis giedd wrece   bi me ful geomorre, 
minre sylfre sið.   Ic þæt secgan mæg, 
hwæt ic yrmþa gebad,   siþþan ic up weox, 
niwes oþþe ealdes,   no ma þonne nu. 
A ic wite wonn   minra wræcsiþa. 
Ærest min hlaford gewat   heonan of leodum 
ofer yþa gelac;   hæfde ic uhtceare 
hwær min leodfruma   londes wære. 
Ða ic me feran gewat   folgað secan, 
wineleas wrècca,   for minre weaþearfe. 
Ongunnon þæt þæs monnes   magas hycgan 
þurh dyrne geþoht,   þæt hy todælden unc, 
þæt wit gewidost   in woruldrice 
lifdon laðlicost,   ond mec longade.  (The Wife’s Lament 1-14)

I make this song: 
it’s about me, 
miserable me,
my own journey.
I can tell you what troubles I’ve experienced
since I grew up, both early and late,
but never more than now! 
I have struggled always 
with the torment of my journeys into exile. 
First my lord departed from here, from his people,
over the tossing waves. 
At every dawn I grieved:
where could my lord be?
Then I went to seek his following,
a friendless exile in woeful need.  
Then the man’s kin began to plot secretly 
that they would divide us 
so that we two should live most hatefully, 
at opposite ends of the world,
and longing pained me.

What went wrong here?  Why did her lord—her husband—leave?  Was he off to war?  Why did she go after him?  Did she ever find him?  Why did his family start to plot to separate them?  Like many, many scholars, we can try to guess, but the poem refuses to tell us anything specific.  Only one thing is perfectly clear: how the speaker feels about it.  This is not a story; it’s a lyric about sorrow.  And it goes on:

Ða ic me ful gemæcne   monnan funde, 
heardsæligne,   hygegeomorne, 
mod miþendne,   morþor hycgendne.
Bliþe gebæro   ful oft wit beotedan 
þæt unc ne gedælde   nemne deað ana 
owiht elles;   eft is þæt onhworfen, 
is nu   swa hit no wære 
freondscipe uncer.   Sceal ic feor ge neah 
mines felaleofan   fæhðu dreogan.  (Wife’s Lament 18-26)





plotting murder.  
With happy faces we two often vowed 
that nothing but death itself should divide us.  
That has been reversed; 
now our love is as if it had never been.  
Far and near I must endure my beloved’s feud.

Who’s this, then?  Is this a memory of her first meeting with her husband, or is this some other man, another lover who’s let her down?  And who let whom down?  And what exactly is going on here?  There’s a brief hint of a happy past when romantic promises were made, but even then, things weren’t right: they may have had happy faces (bliþe gebæro), but at least one, and maybe both of them, were ‘plotting murder’ (morþor hycgende).  The only trace of their relationship now is the continuing feud.  Feud generally involves revenge for the death of family members.  What happened to this relationship?  We will never know.

Elsewhere, we’re told, lovers share a bed, but here the speaker sits alone, weeping, exiled in a cave, unable ever to find peace.  The poem ends with bitterness and what sounds very much like a curse:

A scyle geong mon   wesan geomormod, 
heard heortan geþoht,   swylce habban sceal 
bliþe gebæro,   eac þon breostceare, 
sinsorgna gedreag,   sy æt him sylfum gelong 
eal his worulde wyn,   sy ful wide fah 
feorres folclondes,   þæt min freond siteð 
under stanhliþe   storme behrimed, 
wine werigmod,   wætre beflowen 
on dreorsele.   Dreogeð se min wine 	
micle modceare;   he gemon to oft 
wynlicran wic.   Wa bið þam þe sceal 
of langoþe   leofes abidan.  (Wife’s Lament 42-53)

Let that young man
cruel in his heart’s thoughts, 
be for ever mournful.
He must have a happy face, 
but also heartache,
a throng of immense sorrows.  
Let all his worldly joy 
be dependent on himself alone.  
Let him be exiled 
to the farthest of far-away lands, 
so that my lover, 
my sad-minded companion, 
will sit in a dreary hall 
under a stony cliff, 
frosted by storm 
flooded by water.  
My lover will endure great anguish,
as he too often reminds himself 
of a more joyful dwelling.  
There is always woe for one 
who must wait for love to come out of longing.

Throughout the poem the speaker has emphasised her alienation—how she is cut off not only from her husband but from everyone else as well.  Here she wishes that same alienation on her lover (who may or may not be the same man as the husband mentioned earlier).  She hopes that, if he’s with other people, he’ll be unable to share his true feelings with them, that he’ll have to hide his heartache.  She hopes that he’ll be unable to count on anyone to help him.  More, she wishes him exiled, like she is, away from all human company, exposed to the ravages of the weather and bitterly remembering better times—or perhaps even dead, his corpse washed up by the sea at the foot of a cliff (stanhliþe), or buried underground in a barrow, a ‘dreary hall’ (dreorsele).  Life seems worse than death for those who wait, longing for love that never comes.

Another poem with a female speaker, Wulf and Eadwacer, demonstrates the same depth of feeling and the same mysteriousness:

Leodum is minum   swylce him mon lac gife; 
willað hy hine aþecgan,   gif he on þreat cymeð. 
Ungelic is us.   

Wulf is on iege,   ic on oþerre. 
Fæst is þæt eglond,   fenne biworpen. 
Sindon wælreowe   weras þær on ige; 
willað hy hine aþecgan,   gif he on þreat cymeð. 
Ungelice is us.   

Wulfes ic mines widlastum   wenum dogode; 
þonne hit wæs renig weder   ond ic reotugu sæt, 
þonne mec se beaducafa   bogum bilegde, 
wæs me wyn to þon,   wæs me hwæþre eac lað. 

Wulf, min Wulf,   wena me þine 
seoce gedydon,   þine seldcymas, 
murnende mod,   nales meteliste. 

Gehyrest þu, Eadwacer?   Uncerne earne hwelp 
bireð wulf to wuda.   

Þæt mon eaþe tosliteð   þætte næfre gesomnad wæs, 
uncer giedd geador.   (Wulf and Eadwacer)

For my people it’s as if someone gave them a gift.
They will take care of him if he comes under threat.
It is different for us.

Wulf is on one island, I on another.
Secure is that island, surrounded by fens.
The men there on that island are mad for slaughter.
They will take care of him, if he comes under their threat. 
It is different for us.

I suffered because of the wanderings of my Wulf, 
because of my hopes;
when it was rainy weather and I sat weeping—
when the brave warrior laid his arms around me—
there was some pleasure for me in it, but there was also hate.

Wulf, my Wulf, longing for you, 
the lack of your visits, has made me sick—
my mourning heart, not lack of food.

Eadwacer, do you hear?  
the wolf bears our wretched whelp 
to the woods.

One can easily slice apart what was never united:
our song together.

Where do you start with a text like this?  How about who the people are?  As with all Old English poems, the title is a guess.  There is no title in the manuscript.  We don’t know what the speaker’s name is, and we don’t actually know that either Wulf or Eadwacer is a real name: the first could be a nickname or a short-form (for Wulfstan, for example), and the second could be a title or job-description (it literally means ‘wealth-watcher’).  What about the setting?  The geography described in the poem (two islands) is vague enough that the story could take place almost anywhere.  Even the words are hard to pin down.  As in Riddle 12, some of the vocabulary is unique and uncertain.  For example, we don’t really understand what aþecgan (in the second and seventh line) means in this context.  It’s been translated both as ‘receive’ and as ‘devour’.  I’ve tried to retain that ambiguity by using a modern expression that can cover both extremes of its possible meaning: to take care of someone can mean to welcome him, but it can also mean to finish him off—to kill him.  The difference is obviously significant, but we really can’t know for sure.

My translation tries to make sense of the story as follows: the speaker is longing for a man named Wulf, who previously was her lover (or maybe her husband).  He used to come and visit, but not very often, and, although she had enough food, she was love-sick for him, and the weather seemed to weep in sympathy for her.  The reason he doesn’t come to visit is that her people would kill him if they could catch him.  Perhaps Wulf is an outlaw, a criminal.  Or perhaps he comes from a neighbouring tribe or family with which her own people are at war.  Maybe it’s something like Romeo and Juliet, with Anglo-Saxon Montagues and Capulets.

But there’s more.  While she’s pining for Wulf, someone else has got his arms around her: a ‘brave warrior’ (beaducafa).  Has she been forced to marry someone else?  Her feelings about her situation are strongly ambivalent: although she hates it, she loves it, too.  Does she hate the warrior but enjoy his embrace?  And is this warrior named Eadwacer?  Perhaps his embrace has resulted in a child, a ‘whelp’ (hwelp), which the speaker, in her hatred for the man who’s been forced (or has forced himself) upon her, has abandoned in the forest, to be taken by wolves...or by a man named Wulf.  

The final two lines, unlike the rest of the poem, seem reasonably easy to understand: you can easily divide people who were never together—people whose lives were never in tune, who never sang from the same song-sheet.  Once you start thinking about them, however, you realise that these lines are ambiguous, too: they  could refer to the speaker’s relationship with Eadwacer or to her relationship with Wulf or to her relationship with the child or to all three.  Nothing is certain about this little poem.  Even the love-triangle I’ve described is not accepted by all scholars.  It’s been argued, for example, that Wulf is the speaker’s son; that the poem is actually about dogs; that it’s about mixing up pages in a manuscript; that it’s a riddle whose solution is a man’s name; and that it’s a medical charm to cure tumours.  Some of these are a bit far-fetched, of course, but the point is that the text is so elliptical that we can’t be sure.  Maybe it was a kind of riddle for the Anglo-Saxons, too.  It is possible, however, that the story was so familiar to the Anglo-Saxons that they would have immediately recognised the speaker and her situation.  From where we stand, however, the only thing that’s really clear is the feeling behind the poem, the sense of longing and alienation.

It is tempting to think that there is a reply to such a cry of anguish, and a happy ending, in the form of another poem in this manuscript, a text that we now call The Husband’s Message.  Like many of the riddles, this is a poem spoken by an inanimate object—in this case, it’s a piece of wood on which a message has been inscribed in runic letters.  Like the wanderer and seafarer, this messenger has been obliged to leave its homeland and cross the ‘salty streams’ (sealte streamas); unlike the wanderer and seafarer, however, this travel is for joyful purposes.  Like The Wife’s Lament and Wulf and Eadwacer, this poem is about a romantic relationship between a man and a woman; very unlike those poems, however, this relationship, although it’s been through some hard times, seems destined for a ‘happily ever after’ ending:

Hwæt, þec þonne biddan het   se þisne beam agrof 
þæt þu sinchroden   sylf gemunde 
on gewitlocan   wordbeotunga, 
þe git on ærdagum   oft gespræcon, 
þenden git moston   on meoduburgum 
eard weardigan,   an lond bugan, 
freondscype fremman.   Hine fæhþo adraf 
of sigeþeode;   heht nu sylfa þe 
lustum læran,   þæt þu lagu drefde, 
siþþan þu gehyrde   on hliþes oran 
galan geomorne   geac on bearwe. 
Ne læt þu þec siþþan   siþes getwæfan, 
lade gelettan   lifgendne monn. 
Ongin mere secan,   mæwes eþel, 
onsite sænacan,   þæt þu suð heonan 
ofer merelade   monnan findest, 
þær se þeoden is   þin on wenum.  (Husband’s Message 13-29)

Listen, woman adorned with treasure: 
the one who carved this wood commanded me 
to tell you to remember in your own heart 
the vows which you two often spoke in former days
when you were able to be together
to posses your homeland,
to occupy one land,
to express your love.
Feud drove him away from this glorious people,
but now he himself commands 
that I teach you joyfully to drive through the sea
as soon as you have heard the mournful cuckoo singing 
in the grove or near the edge of the hill.
Then let no living man hinder your passage
or turn you from the journey.
Seek the sea, the gull’s homeland—
board a sea-vessel, so that you can find
this man south from here over the water,
where your prince waits in hope of you.

The wooden messenger goes on to assure that this prince has treasures, horses, men, a new land to rule, and everything he could possibly desire except one thing only: his one true love.  Thus sunshine comes after rain and joyous play returns after bitter tears.  What princess could refuse?  
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